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Abstract. Constructing a favorable talent ecological environment is the basic requirement to
achieve the goal of continuously economy and technology development with high speed. And it is
an inevitable choice to cope with intense talent competition. This paper takes Liaoning Province as
an example to analyze factors affecting the construction of talent ecological environment from the
perspective of the component of eco-system. Through the analysis, it is much clearer about the
current situation of the environment and it provide a better understanding of the characteristic and
specific needs in Liaoning which will contribute the construction of the talent ecological
environment.
Introduction
With the development of technology, the whole world starts the era of digital economy rapidly.
Gartner Inc predicts that, by 2020, 75% business of most companies would be digital, or on the way
to be digital. In the era of “Internet+”, the digital transformation of enterprises has become a
focused issue. In 2018, General Secretary Xi Jinping emphasized that development is the first
priority, talents are the first resources and innovation is the first motivation. In the research of
attract and maintain talents, Talent ecological environment come into notice of researchers. The
competition of talents is the competition of talent ecological environment in nature. Favorable talent
ecological environment can improve the ability of obtain and maintain talents of strategic emerging
industries. Furthermore, it can alleviate the phenomenon of the loss of talents in strategic emerging
industries and promote development of the industry [1].
Liaoning Province is a traditional industrial base in China and is in the process of transformation
because of development requirements. Due to the limits of history and objective condition, there is
a gap of talents cultivation and obtain between other developed areas and Liaoning and it has a
strongly impact on the reform of transformation of industry and the structure of economy.
This research will focus on the talent needs of enterprises that are facing digital transformation
and analyze the main factors affecting talents loss and maintain in Liaoning Province accordingly.
On the base of big data analysis, constructing the talent ecological environment based on digital
transformation by using the method of empirical study.
Methodology
Talent ecological environment refers to the unity integrated with talent, talent population and talent
community and developed during the process of continuously matter cycle, matter flow and
information transmission within the living and working areas of talents [2]. Talent ecological
environment is an important part and research area of talent ecology. It has the similarity to natural
ecological system and has the peculiarity because of the differences of human beings’ subjective
initiative and the environment created by labor practices [3].
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Figure 1. Talent ecological environment
Results and discussions
Current situation of talent market under the tendency of digital transformation. According to
the research, most digital talents are found in first-tier cities. More than 50% of digital talents are
distributed in the industries of Internet, information communication and the rest of them are
distributed in manufacturing, financial industries and so on [4].
Under the background of accelerated innovation and deeper integration of global digital
economics, the development of digital economy focuses more on production field than consume
field. Therefore, digital talents are transmitting from fundamental industries into integrated
industries [5].
Liaoning has a long history of manufacturing industry because of valuable resources inside the
province. There are urgent digital talents needs in order to begin the transformation of digit,
especially digital talents in manufacturing industry. And with the growth of digital industry, besides
basic programming skills, companies pay more attention to the integrated skills such as
management and leading.
Current situation of talent ecological environment. Using the methodology mentioned earlier
to describe the current situation of the talent environment in Liaoning.
The main talent producers are families and educational institutions in Liaoning. There are 116
colleges, 5 key laboratories and 8 research center. These institutions play the most important roles
in cultivating and providing talents to local enterprise. According to the population survey in 2015,
the amount of population is on the rise. There are 7.146 million people who graduate from college
and the number is still increasing with time goes by.
The main consumer of talent is the enterprises in Liaoning. By 2017, there are more than 700
thousand enterprises. Among these enterprises, industry of retailor, manufactory, renting,
construction, science research and technology service are ranked top 5 of all industries.
The talent decomposer is related to the exit mechanism and policy in Liaoning. This part in the
environment will affect the passion and motivation for talents inside the environment.
Analysis of the construction of talent ecological environment. According to the development
of digital industries and the needs of digital talents, the government should be more specific in
attracting and cultivate digital talents [6]. To establish more effective talents introduction and
cultivation system based on needs. Liaoning Province should build the advantage of traditional
resource and industry and marketing innovative ecological environment to provide assurance
condition to attract digital talents.
The model is based on economic construction and oriented by culture. Under the assurance of
policy and social environment, implement the construction of talent ecological environment. This
model will provide comprehensive advice to the government to promote the development of talent
ecological environment.
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Figure 2. Construction of talent ecological environment by government
(1) Policy analysis
Currently, the most direct and effective way to fight high-end talent is to implement talent
policies. Talent will flow to wherever have better policies [7]. Liaoning Province has brought out a
lot of talent policies besides those brought out by the whole nation. These policies focus on
attracting high-end talents, especially those with innovative abilities. Also, there are assurance
policies to maintain talents.
(2) Economy analysis
The government brought out clearly that by 2020, China is to become an innovative country. Our
nation will adjust industrial structure and it needs to transform from labor concentrated industry into
knowledge concentrated industry. Therefore innovative talents are more important than ever before
[8].
Liaoning is a traditional industrial base because of abundant resource. Facing the challenge of
rapid development throughout all industries, the government takes several actions to revive the
economy which offers the talent ecological environment construction great convenience. The
actions includes reforming and updating traditional industry, encouraging innovation, increasing the
proportion of service industry and promoting industrial competition. To implement these
economical actions, the priority is to construct a favorable ecological environment.
(3) Society analysis
The construction of good talent ecological environment requires to be oriented by Chinese
Dreams and under the background of high-quality living environment. The realization of the
Chinese Dreams relies mostly on talents while the talents need good talent ecological environment
to play their important roles. The Chinese Dreams emphasizes on the personal value orientation
which has a key impact on the formation of talent ecological environment. At the same time, the
quality of living environment has an important influence on the choice of talent flow. Among the
policies related to attract talent, there are a lot information about improving living condition,
health-care assurance and so on. These characters will also be important factors to evaluate living
environment [9].
(4) Culture analysis
Cultural environment has unique impact on the optimization of talent ecological environment
and as the important supplement of material factors, normally has the crucial effect [10]. In the
culture level, there is an emphasis on “respect” and “learning”. The learning atmosphere will
improve the comprehensive quality of talent to meet the environment needs.
(5) Building of enterprises’ talent ecological system
At the same time, enterprises need to build an inside talent ecological system in favor of the
development of related digital talents. Enterprises’ talent ecological system is a unity of inner talent,
organization and outside environment.
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Figure 3. Construction of talent ecological environment by enterprise
Summary
This paper analyzed the need of talents to implement the digital transformation based on the characteristics of
Liaoning and also analyzed factors affecting the construction of talent ecological environment in Liaoning
objectively. Through these analysis, it is clear that Liaoning has done a lot of fundamental work for the
construction of the environment. But there is a lot more need to be done to perfect the construction. It is not just
the government. The enterprise need to coordinate by building a favorable inside environment to attract and
maintain talents. At last, this paper brought out the construction model of both government level and enterprise
level. It would provide basic information to further research on the construction of the talent ecological
environment.
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